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Mapping Processes with 
Operators in the SMEFT

summary of contributions from FitMaker and SMEFiT groups
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To establish the correspondence between processes and directions in the SMEFT 
parameter space (``operators’’) via the measurement of specific observables

our goal

a general LHC cross-section in the SMEFT is written as:

σLHC (c/Λ2) ≃ σSM × 1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κm

Λ2
+

N6

∑
m,n=1

cmcn
κmn

Λ4

EFT coefficients

where the sum runs over all SMEFT operators contributing to this process

 Given a physical process (e.g. Higgs production in gluon fusion), which SMEFT operators 
enter the theory predictions? 

 Can we quantify the relative importance of each of those operators? 

How to assess the information that a given measurement brings in the EFT parameter space?
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for example
Consider the vector boson scattering (VBS) process

Inspection of Feynman diagrams 
reveals how SMEFT operators 
enter the VBS process…

however quantifying the relative 
importance of the various 
operators is much more subtle
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why this is not easy

σLHC (c/Λ2) ≃ σSM × 1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κm

Λ2
+

N6

∑
m,n=1

cmcn
κmn

Λ4

 The mapping between processes and operators depends sensitively on the settings of the 
theory calculation, e.g. linear vs quadratic EFT

σLHC (c/Λ2) ≃ σSM × (1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κm

Λ2 )
 But also in the perturbative order of the EFT calculation: LO QCD vs NLO QCD

σLHC (c/Λ2) ≃ σSM × (1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κLO

m

Λ2 ) σLHC (c/Λ2) ≃ σSM × (1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κNLO

m

Λ2 )
 Furthermore, each bin (or choice of selection cuts) has associated a different combination of 
EFT operators: cannot discuss ``processes’’ without the corresponding ``observables’’

 Needless to say, the mapping depends on the operator basis, flavour assumptions, ….



Information geometry
One useful estimator to quantify the relative amount of information that is provided by a 

given measurement on a given EFT coefficient is provided by the Fisher information matrix

linear

quadratic

n.b. operator normalisation is arbitrary, thus absolute 
values of Fisher unphysical. Normalise to the sum over 

a given operator: relative Fisher is physical

for gaussian, uncorrelated measurements:

at the linear level, Fisher information independent of fit result (but not at the quadratic level)



Information geometry
One useful estimator to quantify the relative amount of information that is provided by a 

given measurement on a given EFT coefficient is provided by the Fisher information matrix

linear
n.b. operator normalisation is arbitrary, thus absolute 

values of Fisher unphysical. Normalise to the sum over 
a given operator: relative Fisher is physical

for gaussian, uncorrelated measurements:

ℒSMEFT = ℒSM +
nop
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k=1
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linear quadratic

entries of each row normalised to 100

Clean mapping between EFT 
coefficients and input data, 
quantifying relative impact of 
each process on a given 
coefficient

Depends on linear vs quadratic, 
and also LO vs NLO EFT

Much more useful than just 
``listing’’ which EFT coeffs enter 
the theory prediction for a given 
process

comparison between “rows” not physical!





Information geometry
At a finer level, compare information provided by different datasets for the same processes, 

or different bins within a given dataset, here inclusive top-quark pair in SMEFiT

mtt distributions from Run II (2016 dataset) and charge-asymmetry dominate constraints in ttbar inclusive dataset



Linear EFT cross-sections

μX (c/Λ2) = σX,EFT (c/Λ2)/σX,SM = 1 +
N6

∑
m=1

cm
κX

m

Λ2

In the linear EFT approximation, one can express the dependence on the Wilson coeffs as

As mentioned before, overall normalisation of EFT coeffs (or EFT cross-section) is arbitrary

ln (κX
m/max∈X (κX

m))
to quantify which processes have the strongest linear dependencies in which EFT coefficients, plot:

normalised to largest linear EFT cross-section within the given measurement X

This estimator is closely related to the Fisher information but without the 
experimental covariance matrix accounted for. It measures the size of the 

EFT cross-section in a given process, normalised to the largest one



Linear EFT analysis

As for the Fisher, the information is the change of colour (“sensitivity”) in each column

more important

less important

comparison between ``columns’’ unphysical



Linear EFT analysis
more important

less important

As for the Fisher, the information is the change of colour (“sensitivity”) in each column



Linear EFT analysis

As for the Fisher, the information is the change of colour (“sensitivity”) in each column



Principal Component Analysis
PCA provides another useful handle to understand the relationship between processes/

observables and directions in the EFT parameter space

determine most sensitive directions and identify possible flat directions using PCA

restricted to the linear EFT approximation

n.b. flat directions are not necessarily a problem!

singular values of the principal components

flat directions



Determine which coefficients 
are determine by one or a 
few processes, and which 
ones only enter at the level of 
linear combinations of many 
coefficients

Powerful tool to understand fit 
results, eventually could be 
used to fit in the PCA basis 
(though this is not required)

Principal Component Analysis

e.g. most four-fermion 
operators in Warsaw are 
not ``natural’’ directions



One-parameter fits
The sensitivity of a given dataset to specific EFT coefficient can also be 

quantified by individual (1-parameter) fits, which provide by construction, 
maximal sensitivity on a specific direction on the EFT parameter space



Global fits
a complementary method to assess the information on the EFT parameter space provided by different 

processes/observables is carrying out the fit with and without them and comparing results

impact of Higgs & diboson data when added to the top-quark dataset



a complementary method to assess the information on the EFT parameter space provided by different 
processes/observables is carrying out the fit with and without them and comparing results

impact of diboson data when added to the top-quark & Higgs dataset

Global fits
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Summary and outlook

 Establishing a clean map between processes/operators and EFT parameters is non-trivial

Several statistical estimators and tools available, their combination is necessary to determine 
the complete picture

 These estimators can be evaluated at different levels, from processes to datasets or even to 
individual bins, depending on the information we are searching for

 Should be careful and evaluate only quantities which are model-independent (in particular, on 
the overall normalisation of the EFT operators)

 The more global the dataset and the more general the EFT basis, the more interesting 
information one can obtain from such analysis!


